


>>>The digital conference around lake constance

The Interactive West (www.interactivewest.at) has developed from a niche event to a remarkable mee-

ting place for the digital scene over the last four years. Georg Burtscher, who founded the event to-

gether with Gerold Riedmann, are developing this event brand into a real industry festival.

From the beginning, the idea behind Interactive West was to pick up new trends and to take a look into 

the future. We wanted to bring a new kind of economic conference into the region. More show, hidden 

champions, breathtaking atmosphere, new presentation possibilities, interactive formats. Of course, we 

are always trying to create the balancing act between the new futuristic stories and themes for those 

who do not always follow the latest trend. We have tried every year to tackle the current issues and 

always focus on regional heroes. This year we have expanded the program and also have a new location 

with the fair. We could more than double the number of visitors and triple the speakers.>>>
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ALL SPEAKER

Kerstin Saathoff
Google

Danielfrick
Urlaubsguru

Martin Hundertpfund
WKO

Chrisitan Hanke
Edenspikermann

Magdalena Meusburger
Startupstube

Julian Egle
Die Limomacher

Marco Maas
OpenDataCity

Vincent Kittmann
OMR

Marko Tavoli
Towa

Tanja Schug
Brandtrust

Thomas Meusburger
Startupstube

Alexander Thurnher
Die Limomacher

Judith Meyer
Brandtrust

Philipp Martin
Reachbird

Sandra Thier
Diego5

http://www.interactivewest.at/past-speakers/
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An important factor is definitely networking. For us, however, this meeting place for the digital scene 

has always been missing. The speakers are also always attractive. It has always been a success factor 

that we have had Vorarlberger on the stage and who have made their way internationally. It is not al-

ways easy to find them, but we are happy when we can get them into the country. Now we go the next 

step and get bigger. The Interactive West becomes our own brand and is becoming more and more well-

known, which makes us very happy. At the IAW, the CMOs of the Top100 companies in the region are 

regularly found, this makes us very proud.

Target group: 
Anyone who is interested in the topics is welcome - cross-thinkers, people who are new to the scene, but 

also companies with up to ten people. In Vorarlberg the interest is great. All important companies are in 

the middle of the topic. There is a lot in the Chamber of Commerce, also in the country.

Interactive West has now become an independent brand. Through the interactive and new possibilities, the 

event has also become an important place for sponsors and so we are more than happy to generate re-

venue and brand awareness out of it.
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https://photos.google.com/share/AF1QipPlR1-YDDsVNVJW2Q4GAij7ziKsZnpQn0RNrUoljT8y1c4vKU4NoBSBa7tWnfmRdQ?key=b0xjUERzSnE4UmsybkRTeEh4bjYyZEwycmY0WWtB


https://www.facebook.com/interactivewest/videos/1616465728425687/

https://www.facebook.com/interactivewest/videos/1616465728425687/


Sessions: 
We are now launching a new series called Interactive West Sessions, which is a series of small work-

shops that will take several hours, where interesting people will meet in a small circle and current to-

pics will be discussed.

Facts:
- Idea and Founder: Georg Burtscher, Gerold Riedmann >>> Company behind: Russmedia Digital (VOL.AT, …)

- Started 2014 with 200 People >>> 2017 we had more than 500 People there

- Speakers since 2014: IBM, Google, Amazon, Swiss Air Lines , Razorfish, Outfittery, Zeit Online, Samsung, 

Online Marketing Rockstars, Liebherr, Kobza, Seven Ventures, Crate, Hamburg Media School, Brand Trust, 

Urlaubsguru, OpenDataCity, Reachbird, Edenspiekermann, MSO Digital, …..>>>
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http://www.interactivewest.at/sessions/


MARKETING
TECHNOLOGY
FUTURE
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http://www.interactivewest.at

